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In collaboration with a practicing second grade teacher, I adapted lesson plans for her 
existing social studies and science units to reflect the Common Core and North Carolina 
Essential Standards.  Common Core and Essential Standards are taught and assessed 
starting in the 2012-2013 school year.  The interdisciplinary nature of the Common Core, 
its emphasis on non-fiction texts, and the local school district’s focus on speaking and 
listening skills were reflected.  After articulating essential questions and the students’ 
desired enduring understandings, I identified gaps in the instructional practices and 
devised new academic strategies and assessment tools to strengthen the lessons.   Other 
steps included gathering resources available through the school media center.  I 
assembled the final product as four digital portfolios, plus two reference binders. This 
paper provides on overview of the new standards, discusses local educational priorities, 
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The Common Core State Standards (CCSS) are a state-led initiative to develop 
consistent standards for K-12 students throughout the United States.  The CCSS, 
designed by the National Governor’s Association for Best Practices (NGA) and Council 
of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO), outline what K-12 students should know and be 
able to do by the time they graduate from high school.  The standards include sections on 
English language arts (ELA) and Mathematics.  The CCSS are aligned with work and 
college expectations, internationally benchmarked, research-based and built on best 
practices in numerous states.  By creating clear and consistent standards, the intent is that 
students will learn similar material throughout the country (Common Core State 
Standards Initiative, 2012). 
To date, 45 states and the District of Colombia have formally adopted the 
standards (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2012).  In 2010, North Carolina 
committed to adopting the Common Core (State of North Carolina, 2010).  Starting with 
the 2012-2013 school year, the Common Core is taught and assessed throughout North 
Carolina (ACRE, 2011).  
As mentioned above, the standards include sections on English language arts and 
mathematics.  The ELA is comprised of four strands:  1) reading; 2) writing; 3) speaking 
and listening; 4) language.  Each of these strands has anchor standards, which in turn are 
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comprised of more specific standards.  The two anchor standards for the speaking and 
listening strands, for example, are 1) comprehension and collaboration, and 
2)presentation of knowledge and ideas.  Each of these anchor standards is then divided 
into three detailed descriptions.  Drafters of the CCSS indicate that the strands were 
separated for “conceptual clarity” but collectively represent an “integrated model of 
literacy” (CCSS for ELA, p.4). The complete English language arts standards can be 
found at www.corestandards.org/the-standards.1  (See Appendix A for strands 1-3 for 
grade 2).   
The Common Core integrates research, media and technology skills throughout 
the four strands of the ELA standards rather than creating separate sections for each.  
With the goal of preparing students to “gather, comprehend, evaluate, synthesize and 
report on information and ideas, to conduct original research and to produce and consume 
media,” research skills are embedded throughout the curriculum starting in kindergarten.  
The writing strand contains the anchor standard “research to build and present 
knowledge.”  As part of this standard, grade 2 students are expected to “participate in 
shared research and writing projects,” including to “read a number of books on a single 
topic to produce a report” (emphasis added).   Given the tie to reading, this requirement 
cannot be entirely separated conceptually from the reading strand, nor the speaking and 
listening strand discussed below.   
An objective with technology and digital media standards is to cultivate students 
who use the tools “strategically and capably” (CCSS for ELA, p.7).   “Technology” as a 
                                               
1 Because the mathematics standards are outside the scope of this project, they are not 
considered here.   
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discrete concept first appears in the writing strand for third grade.  However, the speaking 
and listening strand includes the anchor standard on “presentation of knowledge and 
ideas,” which includes students creating audio recordings and visual displays.  These 
requirements lend themselves to technology work.  The North Carolina Essential 
Standards, discussed below, include a separate “Information and Technology” standard. 
Among the other features of the CCSS integrated approach to literacy is an 
elevated role of non-fiction, literacy standards for science and social studies, and a 
staircase of increasing text complexity across the grades (Common Core State Standards 
Initiative, 2012).  One indication of the heightened emphasis on non-fiction is that 
“informational text” has its own anchor standards separate from the reading standards for 
“literature.”  In addition, by grade 4, the CCSS envisions students’ readings being 
comprised of 50% literature and 50% informational materials.  By grade 12, the CCSS 
envisions informational texts making up 70% of students’ reading (CCSS for ELA, p. 5).   
Common Core drafters make an argument for focusing on text complexity by 
referencing multiple research studies indicating that students entering college and the 
work force are unable to work independently to sufficiently understand texts to meet the 
demands and expectations for readers in those positions. In other words, too many 
students are reading at too low a level (ELA Appendix A, p. 10).   
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The Common Core indicates that text complexity is evaluated on three elements:  
1) qualitative dimensions; 2) quantitative dimensions; and 3) reader and task 
considerations.  
Qualitative dimensions.  Among the qualitative dimensions considered for 
establishing text complexity are purpose (complex informational texts may not explicitly 
state a purpose); structure (complex informational texts conform to conventions of the 
discipline); language conventionality and clarity (complex texts include more academic 
and domain specific vocabulary); and knowledge demands (complex texts make 
assumptions about readers’ background knowledge). 
Quantitative dimensions.  Quantitative measures may be best assessed through 
algorithms measuring sentence and word length.  Numerous existing tools, e.g., Flesch-
Kincaid Grade Level test and Lexile Framework, can be useful to educators in making a 
quantitative assessment of texts.   
Figure 1.  




Reader and task considerations.  With this element, the CCSS envisions the 
educator’s knowledge of specific students coming to bear, providing scaffolding and/or 
challenging texts based on the needs of the specific reader and assignment.   
The CCSS drafters envision that together these dimensions will guide educators 
toward determinations of text complexity.  One of these elements alone is not sufficient 
for that assessment.  John Steinbeck’s literary classics The Grapes of Wrath, for example, 
measures at a second grade level based on quantitative measure alone.  When the other 
considerations are factored in, the Common Core Initiative places this text in the grades 
9–10 text complexity band (ELA Appendix A, p. 13). 
The “staircase of complexity” refers to students at each successive grade level 
building on literacy and language skills developed at earlier grades and meeting the 
quickly rising expectations of the CCSS.  This refers to not only decoding text and 
moving beyond literal interpretations but also citing textual evidence and draw inferences.  
At the same time, texts become denser and more complex, making even literal 
interpretations more challenging (Calkins, Ehrenworth, Lehman, p.40-42).    
North Carolina Essential Standards 
In addition to committing in 2010 to adopt the Common Core, North Carolina 
similarly obligated itself to the North Carolina Essential Standards.  Between 2008-2013, 
North Carolina’s Accountability and Curriculum Reform Effort (ACRE) instituted 
multiple changes related to statewide learning standards.  As part of this effort, North 
Carolina educators and officials drafted the Essential Standards.  Along with the 
Common Core, the Essential Standards replace the North Carolina Standard Course of 
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Study (NCSCOS).  Whereas the NCSCOS covered all curriculum areas taught in North 
Carolina public schools, the CCSS and Essential Standards each address separate content 
areas.  The Common Core addresses English language arts (and literacy across subject 
areas starting in grade 6), as well as mathematics.  The Essential Standards indicate the 
curriculum to be taught in science, social studies, and information and technology skills, 
among other subject areas.  
The 2012-2013 academic year also is the first year that most public schools in 
North Carolina will teach and assess under the Essential Standards.  The Essential 
Standard for information and technology Skills is an exception, and was taught for the 
first time in the 2011-2012 school year (ACRE, 2011).     
The Grade 2 N.C. Essential Standards for science include one essential standard 
per topic listed below as well as one to three clarifying objectives.  The complete science 
standards can be found at http://tinyurl.com/NCESsci. 
1. Forces and motion;  
2. Matter:  properties and change;  
3. Earth systems, structures and processes 
4. Structures and functions of living organisms 
5. Evolution and genetics. 
 The Grade 2 N.C. Essential Standards for social studies include one to two 
essential standards per topic listed below as well as up to six clarifying objectives each.  
The complete social studies standards can be found at http://tinyurl.com/NCESsocst. 
1. History 
2. Geography and environmental literacy 
3. Economics and financial literacy 




The Grade 2 N.C. Essential Standards for information and technology include one 
essential standard per topic listed below and up to three clarifying objectives each.  The 
complete information and technology standards can be found at 
http://tinyurl.com/NCESinfoTech . 
1. Sources of information 
2. Informational text 
3. Technology as a tool 
4. Research process 
5. Safety and ethical issues 
While the CCSS and Essential Standards are not formally linked, the philosophy 
and goals behind both sets of standards are similar (ACRE, 2010).  As with the Common 
Core, the Essential Standards were designed around the idea of creating a simple, 
measurable educational mandate that was rigorous and prepared students for college and 
the work force.  Both sets of standards envision deepening reading and analytical skills.  
The Essential Standards refer to Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy (ACRE, n.d.).  Both aim to 
move from a broader to a deeper approach to curriculum (Cleaver, 2011).  In deciding to 
adopt the Common Core, one consideration for North Carolina was that the initiative 
builds on the state’s own standards initiatives (Anderson, Harrison, & Lewis, p.7). 
As implied by the complete title of the non-mathematical standard, Common Core 
State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy in History/Social Studies, 
Science, and Technical Subjects (emphasis added), the CCSS will be fully implemented 
when educators with teaching responsibility outside of ELA intentionally and 
thoughtfully integrate literacy requirements into social studies, history and science.  The 
N.C. Essential Standards specify the content that educators should cover in these subject 
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areas, whereas the Common Core lays out literacy expectations for the same subjects.  As 
indicated in the CCSS for ELA preface, “(b)y reading texts in history/social studies, 
science, and other disciplines, students build a foundation of knowledge in these fields 
that will also give them the background to be better readers in all content areas” (p. 10).  
Literacy standards for each of these subject areas are spelled out starting in grade 6 as 
separate reading and writing strands, with standard titles like “reading standards for 
literacy in history/social studies 6-12” and “writing standards for literacy in history/social 
studies, science and technical subjects 6-12.”   
Given the CCSS emphasis on integrated literacy and a staircase of complexity, K-
5 educators are obligated to begin preparing students to tackle these integrated literacy 
demands, too.  In grades K-5, the subject area standards are integrated into the ELA 
standards.  The grade 2 reading standard for information text, for example, states that 
students should “(d)etermine the meaning of words and phrases in a text relevant to a 
grade 2 topic or subject area” (Emphasis added.  CC.2.R.I.4).   
Thus, while different bodies created the Common Core and Essential Standards, 
each reinforces the other and is integral facet to North Carolina public school curriculum 
starting in the 2012-13 academic year.   
Chapel Hill-Carrboro City Schools  
The Chapel Hill-Carrboro City Schools (CHCCS) is one of two public school systems in 
Orange County, North Carolina and exceeds state averages on a number of positive 
measures.   More than 87% of students in grades 3-8 are proficient on end-of-grade tests 
in reading.  More than 93% of students in grades 3-8 were proficient on the same test in 
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mathematics. A third of the district’s students are considered gifted.  Per pupil 
expenditures are among the highest in the state.  Almost 92% of the 2012 graduating 
class went on to college.  CHCCS has the lowest dropout rate in the state.  Teacher 
turnover is below the state average.  100% of classrooms are connected to the Internet 
(CHCCS website).   
Like other North Carolina districts, CHCCS schools began teaching and assessing 
under the Common Core and Essential Standards in the 2012-2013 school year.  The 
adoption of these two sets of standards is reflected in the CHCCS Board of Education’s 
district priorities for the 2012-2013 school year including 1) Common Core State 
Standards; 2) focus on instruction; and 3) literacy programs (CHCCS district priorities, 
2012).   
In addition, CHCCS has partnered with the Institute for Learning (IFL) at the 
University of Pittsburgh and identified its Principles of Learning as the model and guide 
for district teachers starting in the 2012-2013 school year (CHCCS Common Core 
presentation, 2012).  According to CHCCS, two fundamental principles underpin the 
IFL’s work:  Effort creates ability; discipline-specific content knowledge and pedagogy is 
important for high student achievement (CHCCS website). 
The Nine Principles of Learning are: 
1. Organizing for Effort.  Teachers convey that student effort is valued.  Educators set 
high expectations for students. 
 
2. Clear Expectations.  Teachers define explicitly with standards, criteria and visible 
accomplishment targets how to meet the high expectations.  
 
3. Fair and Credible Evaluations.  “Fair” precludes grading on a curve.  “Credible” as 




4. Recognition of Accomplishment.  Authentic, clear and regular recognition of 
accomplishment to motivate students.   
 
5. Academic Rigor in a Thinking Curriculum.  All content areas must address major 
concepts and teach thinking. 
 
6. Accountable Talk Practices.  Creating classroom talk that sustains learning through 
evidence and further develops what group mates have said.    
 
7. Socializing Intelligence.  Regularly calling on students to reason and problem solve to 
extend learning beyond stock piling knowledge. 
 
8. Self-management of Learning.  Developing student meta-cognition strategies and the 
ability to respond to and incorporate feedback. 
 
9. Learning as Apprenticeship.  Educators model complex thinking. 
The CHCCS have determined that initially, the Accountable Talk element is an 
efficient lead approach to incorporating many aspects of the new standards.  They reason 
that by having educators focus on incorporating reflective talk at student level, student 
comprehension and writing will follow (T. Billy, personal communication, October 19, 
2012).  The N.C. Department of Public Instruction implicitly endorses this approach 
when it states that “(d)eveloping strong speaking and listening skills is key to mastering 
two of the essential tasks of the early grades: learning how to read and write.  Oral 
language development precedes and is the foundation for the development of reading and 
writing skills” (DPI, March 2012).  In future years, the district will focus on additional 
elements of both the Common Core and Essential Standards.   
Academics also support this approach.  For example, Calkins, Ehrenworth and 
Lehman (2012) recommend to districts not to try to make all changes set forth by the 
Common Core simultaneously.  Instead, they recommend tackling one aspect of the 
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standards at a time.  Given the complex, interdisciplinary nature of the Common Core 
standards and that North Carolina schools are simultaneously changing to Essential 
Standards, this advice is particularly salient for the CHCCS district.  
 As listed above, the IFL describes Accountable Talk as classroom talk that 
sustains learning through evidence and further develops what classmates have said.   In 
its Accountable Talk Sourcebook:  For Classroom Conversation that Works, IFL 
elaborates on the roles and responsibilities of students and teachers in creating 
Accountable Talk.  Students at all levels have a right to engage in accountable 
discussions.   For their part, students are held accountable to their learning community, 
clarifying verbal expressions as necessary, basing statements on accurate and relevant 
information and demonstrating rigorous thinking.  In other words, students’ talk should 
be of quality, the right quantity, relevant and delivered in acceptable manner.  For their 
part, teachers must create stable routines, engage in necessary lesson planning, including 
articulating academic goals, identifying appropriate talk format, and guiding students in 
their discussions.   
American Association of School Librarians Standards and Guidelines 
The American Association of School Libraries’ (AASL) touchstone professional 
documents give the school media specialist the orientation for assisting a teacher with the 
challenges of modifying lesson plans to reflect the new standards.  Empowering 
Learners: Guidelines for School Library Programs delineates that teaching for learning 
incorporates building collaborative partnerships, reading as a foundational skill, 
addressing multiple literacies, and assessment.  Standards for the 21st-century Learner in 
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Action details the critically thinking, analytical skills and knowledge sharing with which 
the SLMS should concern herself.    
The AASL English language arts crosswalk for Grade 2 show that each of the 
Common Core’s reading standards for informational text has a corresponding standard in 
the AASL Standards.  The same is true with the Common Core’s reading standards for 
speaking and listening, which have corollaries in the AASL Standards.  For example, the 
Common Core states in reading the strand for informational texts under key ideas and 
details that students should “ask and answer such questions as who, what, where, when, 
why, and how to demonstrate understanding of key details in a text” (CC.2.R.I.1).  The 
AASL standards state that students should “read, view, and listen for information 
presented in any format (e.g., textual, visual, media, digital) in order to make inferences 
and gather meaning” (1.1.6).  (See Appendix B.) 
Project 
For my Master’s project, I worked with a second grade teacher, “Ms. Clavel,” at a 
public school in the CHCCS district to adapt her existing lesson plans to the Common 
Core and North Carolina Essential Standards.  As recommended by Calkins, Ehrenworth, 
and Lehman (2012), our intent was not to “rush around adding this or that to the school 
day to be ‘Common Core compliant,’” but rather to be reflective of the gaps in actual 
classroom practice and to identify areas for growth (p.15).  We focused on the entirety of 
her second semester science and social studies lessons.  While our subject focus was on 
science and social studies, i.e., subject areas most extensively addressed in the Essential 
Standards, our work was informed by the specifications of the Common Core.  I also 
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considered ways to incorporate Essential Standards for information and technology into 
the lesson where appropriate (See Appendix C.) 
Collaborative Partner 
Clavel is a veteran teacher, having over 15 years experience at the elementary 
level.  Generally, Clavel has been pleased with the support and professional development 
opportunities provided by her district.  However, with the adoption of two new sets of 
multifaceted standards, the Common Core and the North Carolina Essential Standards, as 
well as the Nine Principles of Learning being implemented by CHCCS, she felt 
overwhelmed with the onslaught of materials, the challenge of integrating the new 
curriculum and the need to develop an effective organizing system.  She has a robust 
second grade Personal Learning Community (PLC) comprised of new and seasoned 
teachers.  Some of the classroom projects we focused on have been successfully tried and 
tested by her colleagues and in her classroom.  Other units we worked on were less 
established.   
Goals 
 Clavel had a number of goals for our collaboration.  Given the district’s emphasis 
on the speaking and listening strand of the Common Core and Accountable Talk, she 
wanted help identifying areas in her lessons for further developing student skills and she 
needed strategies for doing so.  Whenever appropriate, Clavel wanted academic language 
to be added to her units to boost students’ familiarity with this aspect of text complexity.  
In addition, she wanted to identify all non-fiction resources related to her science and 
social studies units that are currently available to her.  This would allow her to teach 
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informational texts in ELA reading groups on topics that would be concurrently taught in 
science and/or social studies.  In other words, she was taking steps to integrate her 
literacy instruction.  Clavel explicitly did not want to abandon her existing lessons and 
start from scratch, but rather to build or modify her existing lessons whenever possible.  
She also wanted a method for organizing the copious but overwhelming resources she 
had received from professional trainers in preparation for the implementation of the new 
standards.  She felt she had been exposed to a lot of helpful information but was unable to 
recall or locate it when needed.   In assembling resources, we agreed my goal was to 
identify and assemble materials available for immediate use, including resources 
currently available through her school library in print and/or electronically.   
 I had goals from our collaboration as well.  In addition to honoring Clavel’s goals, 
I sought to strengthen her lesson plans through our collaboration by better articulating the 
essential questions and enduring understandings for each unit.  I wanted to nudge Clavel 
to expand her repertoire to include new teaching strategies for speaking and listening and 
assessment tools.  I wanted to give her an approach to teach research skills that would 
reflect corresponding topics integrated into the Common Core and explicitly stated in the 
Essential Standards for information and technology.  This is a foundational skill that 
would serve students in meeting demands of speaking and listening strand in grade 2 and 
in later grades.    
Digital Portfolio 
At the suggestion of Clavel, I used LiveBinders.com to organize the materials we 
jointly developed and that I assembled for her.  LiveBinders is an online website that bills 
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itself as a “3-ring binder for the web.”   After being introduced to LiveBinders by her 
school’s technology specialist and subsequently encountering the format in other contexts, 
Clavel was familiar and comfortable with this digital portfolio.  She recommended the 
tool to me for my professional development.  All of the completed binders for this project 
can be found here: http://www.livebinders.com/shelf/view/44471.  
I created the following LiveBinders to correspond to Clavel’s requests: 
1. Life Cycles – Science 
2. States of Matter – Science 
3. Student Store – Social Studies 
4. Timelines – Social Studies 
5. Speaking & Listening 
6. Standards – CCSS, State, Local 
Binders one through four are based on the teacher’s existing curriculum.  Some 
content within each of these binders are items previously used by Clavel’s PLC and/or 
relevant resources accumulated but unused by Clavel.  Some materials, such as unit 
specific rubrics, I created specifically for this project.  Binder five is populated with 
materials that Clavel can incorporate into any lesson.  Binder six contains the actual 
source documents: both sets of standards and the Principles of Learning.  This binder also 
includes electronic resources presented by North Carolina Department of Public 
Instruction designed to inform practice by North Carolina teachers.  All binders contain 
lesson plans and a combination of website links, portable document format (pdf) 
documents and images.  
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Screenshots of the binder shelf and a sample binder are in Appendices D and E.  
See Appendix F for original content from the Life Cycles binder. 
Reflections 
 My reflections on working with Clavel, revising and modifying her lesson plans, 
and creating the digital portfolio, can be divided into three broad categories:  1) 
collaborative process; 2) adopting a new curriculum and 3) the digital portfolio tool, 
LiveBinders. 
Collaborative Process  
 In an authentic, fully realized collaboration, the school librarian and teacher are 
equal partners in planning, teaching and assessing.  To reach that stage, the partners may 
need to grow into a greater level of trust.  For this project, my partner and I were 
challenged not by lack of trust, as our rapport was strong from the outset of our work 
together, but rather time constraints.  She generously agreed to collaborate and our time 
for meeting was outside the school day, typically on weekends.  My biggest challenges 
were 1) finding a mutually agreeable meeting time and 2) efficiently questioning her, 
presenting new ideas and soliciting feedback.  While our meeting times were not within 
typical school hours, the constraints were not dissimilar from those faced by a librarian 
employed within a school.  An understandably tired teacher may find the status quo an 
easier, less time consuming route.  Maximizing student learning, however, may require 
gentle, friendly nudging from an outside source, such as the school librarian.  This 
exercise illuminated this idea for me.  
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 I felt that I needed to establish my credibility as a partner by listening carefully 
and responding to her needs.  She was very excited, for example, when I created a rubric 
for the unit on insect life cycles, which she had intended to make last year.  I showed her 
a draft of the rubric and her understandings of expectations of the Common Core were 
stronger in areas different from mine.  For example, she recommended incorporated 
“academic language” into the rubric.  Our work together undoubtedly made this 
assessment piece stronger.  
 At the same time, I felt compelled to demonstrate my knowledge of resources 
beyond those with which she was familiar.  One example of this was by offering Prezi as 
an alternative to PowerPoint, which has historically been used by her students in the 
insect life cycle unit.  From Clavel’s feedback that I did not need “to reinvent the wheel” 
and her obvious pleasure with my completing relatively straightforward tasks, e.g., 
creating the rubric, I came to understand that my teacher partner was happy to have me 
assuming some of her workload in a productive way.  This can be a first step to 
establishing credibility before pushing to collaboration to move in a new direction such 
as a project-based lesson.    
Process of Adopting a New Curriculum 
 The Common Core and Essential Standards prove to be a lot of new information 
to read, digest, reflect upon and add into a lesson plan.  Recalling the guiding words of 
Calkins, Ehrenworth and Lehman to gradually incorporate elements of the new standards 
was a relief.  This feeling was further realized by the district’s decision to prioritize 
adoption of certain aspects of the Common Core this year.  The interdisciplinary 
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standards are commendable and logical from an educational perspective and quite 
possibly valuable for student learning in medium to long term.  In my project, accounting 
for all aspects of both sets of standards and the IFL’s Principles of Learning was 
challenging.  If my experience is any guide, to fully implement the standards and adapt 
existing lesson plans, CHCCS educators should anticipate a multi-year process. 
The adaption of existing lesson plans to the new standards will be facilitated if 
teachers are able to articulate essential questions for individual units.  This phase of my 
collaboration was the most time consuming of our joint efforts.  My partner had not 
previously written essential questions down.  Once we formulated essential questions, 
then identifying resources, instructional gaps and assessment tools easily proceeded.  
While a backward design approach may always be the preferred approach, the challenges 
of the new standards are less forgiving to a muddled perception of what a lesson aims to 
accomplish.   
At the same time, working with an experienced teacher was beneficial because 
she had self-awareness of how she works and what her professional needs are.  She 
would often talk through how lessons might run, imaging typical student reactions based 
on years of experience, and how she would justify lessons based on standards.  Clearly 
the IFL’s call to teachers to create stable routines as a prerequisite for Accountable Talk 
was established in Clavel’s classroom.  On the other hand, her experience may have made 
her more skeptical of trying new larger undertaking such as literature circles. 
 My partner was helpful in expanding my understanding of appropriate content 
and language for second graders.  Particularly informative to me was her comfort using 
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academic language, e.g., terminology like “supporting text.”  She also was quite 
cognizant of wanting to build “effort based classroom.”  Based on her years of experience 
in the classroom, she seemed to have a working understanding of how to execute this.  In 
future collaborations, I will confirm with teachers the language and expressions that are 
common currency within a classroom and scrutinize the respected teacher’s approach to 
establishing an “effort based” environment.   
Clavel says she will share the binder collections with her PLC.  Hopefully as she 
teaches these revised units next semester, Clavel will feel our collaborative efforts relieve 
her work load at that time.  But the ultimate judgment on the collaboration is likely to 
come when Clavel teaches these units to her students, gauges their reactions and assesses 
their learning.  Fortunately, the digital format we selected to house the elements of the 
lesson will allow us to treat our collaboration as a work in progress, adjusting essential 
questions, supplementing or removing materials and/or expanding components of the 
lesson plan. 
Digital Portfolio as a Tool 
I discovered LiveBinders have a number of limitations.  This tool works best for 
collecting URLs and less well for non-digital data such pdf or Word documents.  To work 
around this, I created a Google sites to list individual standards and lesson plans, for 
example.  In some cases, however, pdfs were the only logical option.  When loading 
LiveBinders with pdf documents, the browser a user selects matter.  Mozilla Firefox does 
not load the pdf into the binder structure but rather immediately downloads the document 
onto a computer.  These are frustrating limitations.  On the positive side, LiveBinders 
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were easy to share with collaborators and use from any computer.  Another benefit of 
LiveBinder is that Clavel and/or I will be able to modify our work based on feedback 
during or after her lessons. 
In the future, however, I am likely to use LiveBinders to assemble only a few 
URLS as an alternative to a social networking bookmarking site.   For a varied and 
detailed collection of digital and print resources like those I assembled for this project, I 
will seek out an alternative tool such as a pathfinder.  
Conclusion 
Overall, I was grateful for the opportunity to collaborate with a teacher and delve 
into the Common Core and North Carolina Essential Standards in an authentic 
undertaking.   Clear to me is that the educators who will most fully integrate the new 
standards will be those who embrace collaboration.  Given the complexity and multi-
faceted approach the standards take, growing a school community’s understanding of the 
Common Core and Essential Standards together seems the most effective approach.  
Furthermore, all educators should anticipate a gradual process for adapting their existing 
lessons to incorporate the maximum number of Common Core elements.  While the 
school media specialist will not be an immediate expert any more than other members of 
the teaching staff, given the new standards’ focus on raising literacy, increasing text 
complexity, incorporating the authentic use of technology, encouraging collaboration 
between the school librarian and teachers is likely to lead ultimately to richer, more 
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Appendix A:  Common Core for English Language Arts Grade 2 
Strands 1-3 
 
Strand 1:  Reading Standards for Informational Text 
 
Key Ideas and 
Details 
1. Ask and answer such 
questions as who, what, 
where, when, why, and 
how to demonstrate 
understanding of key 
details in a text. 
2. Identify the main 
topic of a multi-
paragraph text as well 
as the focus of 
specific paragraphs 
within the text. 
3. Describe the 
connection between a 
series of historical 
events, scientific 
ideas or concepts, or 
steps in technical 
procedures in a text. 
Craft and 
Structure 
4. Determine the 
meaning of words and 
phrases in a text 
relevant to a grade 2 
topic or subject area. 
5. Know and use 
various text features 




icons) to locate key 
facts or information 
in a text efficiently. 
6. Identify the main 
purpose of a text, 
including what the 
author wants to 





7. Explain how specific 
images (e.g., a diagram 
showing how a 
machine works) 
contribute to and 
clarify a text. 
8. Describe how 
reasons support 
specific points the 
author makes in a 
text. 
9. Compare and 
contrast the most 
important points 
presented by two 




Level of Text 
Complexity 
10. Informational texts, 
including history/social 
studies, science, and 
technical texts, in the 
grades 2–3 text 
complexity band 
proficiently, with 
scaffolding as needed 






Strand 2:  Writing Standards 
    
Text Types and 
Purposes 
1. Write opinion pieces 
in which they introduce 
the topic or book they 
are writing about, state 
an opinion, supply 
reasons that support the 
opinion, use linking 
words (e.g., because, 
and, also) to connect 
opinion and reasons, 
and provide a 




in which they introduce a 
topic, use facts and 
definitions to develop points, 
and provide a concluding 
statement or section. 
3. Write narratives 
in which they 
recount a well 
elaborated event or 
short sequence of 
events, include 
details to describe 
actions, thoughts, 
and feelings, use 
temporal words to 
signal event order, 





4. (Begins in grade 3) 5. With guidance and support 
from adults and peers, focus 
on a topic and strengthen 
writing as needed by revising 
and editing. 
6. With guidance 
and support from 
adults, use a variety 






Research to Build 
and Present 
Knowledge 
7. Participate in shared 
research and writing 
projects (e.g., read a 
number of books on a 
single topic to produce 
a report; record science 
observations). 
8. Recall information from 
experiences or gather 
information from provided 
sources to answer a question. 
9.  
(Begins in grade 4) 









1. Participate in 
collaborative 
conversations with 
diverse partners about 
grade 2 topics and texts 
with peers and adults in 
small and larger groups. 
a.  Follow agreed-upon 
rules for discussions 
(e.g., gaining the floor in 
respectful ways, 
listening to others with 
care, speaking one at a 
time about the topics 
and texts under 
discussion). 
b.  Build on others’ talk 
in conversations by 
linking their comments 
to the remarks of others. 
c.  Ask for clarification 
and further explanation 
as needed about the 
topics and texts under 
discussion. 
2. Recount or describe 
key ideas or details 
from a text read aloud 
or information 
presented orally or 
through other media. 
3. Ask and 
answer 
questions about 
what a speaker 













4. Tell a story or recount 
an experience with 
appropriate facts and 
relevant, descriptive 
details, speaking audibly 
in coherent sentences. 
5. Create audio 
recordings of stories or 
poems; add drawings 
or other visual 
displays to stories or 
recounts of 
experiences when 
appropriate to clarify 








order to provide 
requested detail 














Appendix B:  Crosswalk of the Common Core and  
AASL Standards for the 21st-Century Learner 
 
English Language Arts Crosswalk - Grade 2 
 
 
Common Core Standard AASL Standards 
Writing Standards 
CC.2.W.1 Text Types and Purposes: Write 
opinion pieces in which they introduce the 
topic or book they are writing about, state 
an opinion, supply reasons that support the 
opinion, use linking words (e.g., because, 
and, also) to connect opinion and reasons, 
and provide a concluding statement or 
section. 
2.1.6 Use the writing process, media and 
visual literacy, and technology skills to 
create products that express new 
understandings. 
2.2.4 Demonstrate personal productivity by 
completing products to express learning. 
4.1.3 Respond to literature and creative 
expressions of ideas in various formats and 
genres. 
 
CC.2.W.2 Text Types and Purposes: Write 
informative/explanatory texts in which 
they introduce a topic, use facts and 
definitions to develop points, and provide a 
concluding statement or section. 
2.1.6 Use the writing process, media and 
visual literacy, and technology skills to 
create products that express new 
understandings. 
2.2.4 Demonstrate personal productivity by 
completing products to express learning. 
3.1.3 Use writing and speaking skills to 
communicate new understandings 
effectively. 
CC.2.W.3 Text Types and Purposes: Write 
narratives in which they recount a well-
elaborated event or short sequence of 
events, include details to describe actions, 
thoughts, and feelings, use temporal words 
to signal event order, and provide a sense 
of closure. 
2.1.6 Use the writing process, media and 
visual literacy, and technology skills to 
create products that express new 
understandings. 
2.2.4 Demonstrate personal productivity by 







Common Core Standard AASL Standards 
Writing Standards, cont. 
CC.2.W.5 Production and Distribution of 
Writing: With guidance and support from 
adults and peers, focus on a topic and 
strengthen writing as needed by revising 
and editing. 
2.1.5 Collaborate with others to exchange 
ideas, develop new understandings, make 
decisions, and solve problems. 
CC.2.W.6 Production and Distribution of 
Writing: With guidance and support from 
adults, use a variety of digital tools to 
produce and publish writing, including in 
collaboration with peers. 
2.1.4 Use technology and other 
information tools to analyze and organize 
information. 
2.1.6 Use the writing process, media and 
visual literacy, and technology skills to 
create products that express new 
understandings. 
3.1.3 Use writing and speaking skills to 
communicate new understandings 
effectively. 
3.2.3 Demonstrate teamwork by working 
productively with others. 
CC.2.W.7 Research to Build and Present 
Knowledge: Participate in shared research 
and writing projects (e.g., read a number of 
books on a single topic to produce a report; 
record science observations). 
1.1.6 Read, view, and listen for 
information presented in any format (e.g., 
textual, visual, media, digital) in order to 
make inferences and gather meaning. 
1.1.9 Collaborate with others to broaden 
and deepen understanding. 
2.1.5 Collaborate with others to exchange 
ideas, develop new understandings, make 
decisions, and solve problems. 
3.1.2 Participate and collaborate as 
members of a social and intellectual 
network of learners. 
3.2.3 Demonstrate teamwork by working 




Common Core Standard AASL Standards 
Writing Standards, cont. 
CC.2.W.8 Research to Build and Present 
Knowledge: Recall information from 
experiences or gather information from 
provided sources to answer a question. 
1.1.2 Use prior and background knowledge 
as context for new learning. 
1.1.6 Read, view, and listen for 
information presented in any format (e.g., 
textual, visual, media, digital) in order to 
make inferences and gather meaning. 










Common Core Standard AASL Standards 
Reading Standards for Informational Text 
CC.2.R.I.1 Key Ideas and Details: Ask and 
answer such questions as who, what, 
where, when, why, and how to demonstrate 
understanding of key details in a text. 
1.1.6 Read, view, and listen for 
information presented in any format (e.g., 
textual, visual, media, digital) in order to 
make inferences and gather meaning. 
CC.2.R.I.2 Key Ideas and Details: Identify 
the main topic of a multi-paragraph text as 
well as the focus of specific paragraphs 
within the text. 
 
1.1.6 Read, view, and listen for 
information presented in any format (e.g., 
textual, visual, media, digital) in order to 
make inferences and gather meaning. 
1.1.7 Make sense of information gathered 
from diverse sources by identifying 
misconceptions, main and supporting 
ideas, conflicting information, and point of 
view or bias. 
CC.2.R.I.3 Key Ideas and Details: 
Describe the connection between a series 
of historical events, scientific ideas or 
concepts, or steps in technical procedures 
in a text. 
 
1.1.6 Read, view, and listen for 
information presented in any format (e.g., 
textual, visual, media, digital) in order to 
make inferences and gather meaning. 
1.1.7 Make sense of information gathered 
from diverse sources by identifying 
misconceptions, main and supporting 
ideas, conflicting information, and point of 
view or bias. 
2.1.3 Use strategies to draw conclusions 
from information and apply knowledge to 
curricular areas, real world situations, and 
further investigations. 
CC.2.R.I.5 Craft and Structure: Know and 
use various text features (e.g., captions, 
bold print, subheadings, glossaries, 
indexes, electronic menus, icons) to locate 
key facts or information in a text 
efficiently. 
1.1.6 Read, view, and listen for 
information presented in any format (e.g., 
textual, visual, media, digital) in order to 
make inferences and gather meaning. 
 
CC.2.R.I.6 Craft and Structure: Identify the 
main purpose of a text, including what the 
author wants to answer, explain, or 
describe. 
 
1.1.6 Read, view, and listen for 
information presented in any format (e.g., 
textual, visual, media, digital) in order to 






Common Core Standard AASL Standards 
Reading Standards for Informational Text, cont. 
CC.2.R.I.7 Integration of Knowledge and 
Ideas: Explain how specific images (e.g., a 
diagram showing how a machine works) 
contribute to and clarify a text. 
1.1.6 Read, view, and listen for 
information presented in any format (e.g., 
textual, visual, media, digital) in order to 
make inferences and gather meaning. 
Cont.  
CC.2.R.I.7 Integration of Knowledge and 
Ideas: Explain how specific images (e.g., a 
diagram showing how a machine works) 
contribute to and clarify a text. 
2.2.3 Employ a critical stance in drawing 
conclusions by demonstrating that the 
pattern of evidence leads to a decision or 
conclusion. 
2.1.3 Use strategies to draw conclusions 
from information and apply knowledge to 
curricular areas, real world situations, and 
further investigations. 
CC.2.R.I.8 Integration of Knowledge 
and Ideas: Describe how reasons 
support specific points the author 
makes in a text. 
 
1.1.6 Read, view, and listen for 
information presented in any format (e.g., 
textual, visual, media, digital) in order to 
make inferences and gather meaning. 
1.1.7 Make sense of information gathered 
from diverse sources by identifying 
misconceptions, main and supporting 
ideas, conflicting information, and point of 
view or bias. 
2.1.3 Use strategies to draw conclusions 
from information and apply knowledge to 
curricular areas, real world situations, and 
further investigations. 
 
CC.2.R.I.9 Integration of Knowledge 
and Ideas: Compare and contrast the 
most important points presented by two 
texts on the same topic. 
1.1.6 Read, view, and listen for 
information presented in any format (e.g., 
textual, visual, media, digital) in order to 
make inferences and gather meaning. 
 
CC.2.R.I.10 Range of Reading and Level 
of Text Complexity: By the end of year, 
read and comprehend informational texts, 
including history/social studies, science, 
and technical texts, in the grades 2–3 text 
complexity band proficiently, with 






Common Core Standard AASL Standards 
Speaking and Listening 
CC.2.SL.1.a Comprehension and 
Collaboration: Follow agreed-upon rules 
for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in 
respectful ways, listening to others with 
care, speaking one at a time about the 
topics and texts under discussion). 
1.3.4 Contribute to the exchange of ideas 
within the learning community. 
2.1.5 Collaborate with others to exchange 
ideas, develop new understandings, make 
decisions, and solve problems. 
3.1.2 Participate and collaborate as 
members of a social and intellectual 
network of learners. 
3.2.2 Show social responsibility by 
participating actively with others in 
learning situations and by contributing 
questions and ideas during group 
discussions. 
3.3.2 Respect the differing interests and 
experiences of others and seek a variety of 
viewpoints. 
CC.2.SL.1.b Comprehension and 
Collaboration: Build on others’ talk in 
conversations by linking their comments to 
the remarks of others. 
 
1.1.9 Collaborate with others to broaden 
and deepen understanding. 
1.3.4 Contribute to the exchange of ideas 
within the learning community. 
2.1.5 Collaborate with others to exchange 
ideas, develop new understandings, make 
decisions, and solve problems. 
3.1.2 Participate and collaborate as 
members of a social and intellectual 
network of learners. 
3.2.2 Show social responsibility by 
participating actively with others in 
learning situations and by contributing 
questions and ideas during group 
discussions. 
3.2.3 Demonstrate teamwork by working 











Common Core Standard AASL Standards 
Speaking and Listening, cont. 
CC.2.SL.1.c Comprehension and 
Collaboration: Ask for clarification and 
further explanation as needed about the 
topics and texts under discussion. 
 
1.3.4 Contribute to the exchange of ideas 
within the learning community. 
1.4.4 Seek appropriate help when needed. 
2.1.5 Collaborate with others to exchange 
ideas, develop new understandings, make 
decisions, and solve problems. 
3.1.2 Participate and collaborate as 
members of a social and intellectual 
network of learners. 
CC.2.SL.2 Comprehension and 
Collaboration: Recount or describe key 
ideas or details from a text read aloud or 
information presented orally or through 
other media. 
1.1.6 Read, view, and listen for 
information presented in any format (e.g., 
textual, visual, media, digital) in order to 
make inferences and gather meaning. 
1.4.1 Monitor own information seeking 
processes for effectiveness and progress, 
and adapt as necessary. 
1.4.2 Use interaction with and feedback 
from teachers and peers to guide own 
inquiry process. 
2.4.1 Determine how to act on information 
(accept, reject, modify). 
CC.2.SL.3 Comprehension and 
Collaboration: Ask and answer questions 
about what a speaker says in order to 
clarify comprehension, gather additional 
information, or deepen understanding of a 
topic or issue. 
1.1.3 Develop and refine a range of 
questions to frame searches for new 
understanding. 
1.1.6 Read, view, and listen for 
information presented in any format (e.g., 
textual, visual, media, digital) in order to 
make inferences and gather meaning. 
1.1.7 Make sense of information gathered 
from diverse sources by identifying 
misconceptions, main and supporting 
ideas, conflicting information, and point of 
view or bias. 
1.4.4 Seek appropriate help when needed. 
2.4.1 Determine how to act on information 




Common Core Standard AASL Standards 
Speaking and Listening, cont. 
CC.2.SL.4 Presentation of Knowledge and 
Ideas: Tell a story or recount an experience 
with appropriate facts and relevant, 
descriptive details, speaking audibly in 
coherent sentences. 
2.1.6 Use the writing process, media and 
visual literacy, and technology skills to 
create products that express new 
understandings. 
CC.2.SL.5 Presentation of Knowledge and 
Ideas: Create audio recordings of stories or 
poems; add drawings or other visual 
displays to stories or recounts of 
experiences when appropriate to clarify 
ideas, thoughts, and feelings. 
2.1.6 Use the writing process, media and 
visual literacy, and technology skills to 
create products that express new 
understandings. 
4.1.8 Use creative and artistic formats to 


















Appendix C:  N.C. Essential Standards 



















Classify sources of 
information as 
relevant for particular 
























when reading for 
information. 
 
Technology as a 
Tool 
2.TT.1 
Use technology tools 




Use a variety of 
technology tools to 







Use a variety of 
technology tools 
























Research Process 2.RP.1 





Execute the steps of a 
simple research 





2.SE.1   
Understand issues 
related to the safe, 
ethical, and 








Explain why safe 
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Appendix F:  Science: Life Cycles LiveBinder 




How is the life cycle of an insect related to its habitat and survival needs including food, 




• Insects have predictable and observable stages in their life cycles.  
• Insects have identifiable parts (head, thorax, abdomen) and each serves specific 
purpose. 
• Insects have specific needs at different times in their life cycle.  
 
Evidence for Assessment 
 
Oral presentation and content of technological presentation (e.g., PowerPoint or Prezi), 
demonstrating knowledge of basic physical facts about chosen insect (head, thorax, 






Introduce lesson.  Assign insects to students.  Introduce Super 3 Research Process, KWL 
and graphic organizers.   
Week 2 
Students visit library, identify resources and pictures of insects.  Discuss reading 
strategies for informational texts (e.g., skim, headings, captions) and read.  Introduce note 
taking.   
Students collect materials from nature to make 3D representation of insect. 
Week 3 
Students create presentations.  Practice presentations.  Assemble insects.  Practice 
presentations with partner, classmates.  Present to families, school staff. 
Week 4 
Add graphics to presentation.  Practice and fine-tune presentation with partners, to class 




Contents of Relevant Standards Tab 
 
North Carolina Essential Standards Science Grade 2 - Living Organisms 
2.L.1 Understand animal life cycles.  
 
Clarifying Objectives 
2.L.1.1 Summarize the life cycle of animals:  
• Birth 
• Developing into an adult  
• Reproducing  
• Aging and death 
 
2.L.1.2 Compare life cycles of different animals such as, but not limited to, 
mealworms, ladybugs, crickets, guppies or frogs. 
 
Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts 
Grade 2 Reading Standards for Informational Text  
Key Ideas and Details 
1. Ask and answer such questions as who, what, where, when, why, and how to 
demonstrate understanding of key details in a text. 
2. Identify the main topic of a multi-paragraph text as well as the focus of specific 
paragraphs within the text. 
3. Describe the connection between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or 
concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text. 
Craft and Structure 
4. Determine the meaning of words and phrases in a text relevant to a grade 2 topic or 
subject area. 
5. Know and use various text features (e.g., captions, bold print, subheadings, 
glossaries, indexes, electronic menus, icons) to locate key facts or information in a text 
efficiently. 
6. Identify the main purpose of a text, including what the author wants to answer, explain, 
or describe. 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas 
7. Explain how specific images (e.g., a diagram showing how a machine works) 







CCSS for ELA, cont.  
Grade 2 Speaking and Listening 
1. Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about grade 2 topics 
and texts with peers and adults in small and larger groups. 
a. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., gaining the floor in respectful 
ways, listening to others with care, speaking one at a time about the topics and 
texts under discussion). 
b. Build on others’ talk in conversations by linking their comments to the remarks 
of others. 
c. Ask for clarification and further explanation as needed about the topics and 
texts under discussion. 
6. Produce complete sentences when appropriate to task and situation in order to provide 
requested detail or clarification.  
 
N.C. Essential Standards Grade 2 Information and Technology Standards  
 
2.IN.1 Informational Text  
Understand appropriate procedures when reading for enjoyment and information.  
Clarifying Objectives 
2.IN.1.2 Summarize appropriate reading strategies when reading for information. 
2.TT.1 Technology as a Tool  
Use technology tools and skills to reinforce classroom concepts and activities.  
Clarifying Objectives 
2.TT.1.1 Use a variety of technology tools to gather data and information (e.g., 
Web-based resources, e-books, online communication tools, etc.)  
2.TT.1.2 Use a variety of technology tools to organize data and information (e.g., 
word processor, graphic organizer, audio and visual recording, online 
collaboration tools, etc.).  
2.TT.1.3 Use technology tools to present data and information (multi-media, 
audio and visual recording, online collaboration tools, etc.). 
2.RP.1 Research Process  
Apply the research process by participating in whole-class research.  
Clarifying Objectives  






Contents of Research Tab  
SUPER 3 Research Process 
  
1.  Beginning – Plan 
BEFORE I start: 
 
• What am I supposed to do for my project?  Describe what you need to do. 
• What does my finished product need to look like?  Look at your rubric!   
• What information do I need to complete project? Pictures? 
• Fill out the first column in the KWL chart:  What do I already know about my insect?  
• What do you want to know about your insect?  Make about five questions. Write this 
in the second column in the KWL chart. 
 
2.  Middle - Do 
This stage takes the most work.   
 
• Where can I find information?  Start with encyclopedias (book or online).  Try books 
or websites from your teacher or librarian.  Ask an expert. 
• Skim (reading very fast, look for main ideas).  Then slow down.  Read for more 
information. 
• Use your graphic organizer to write down important information in your own words 
(taking notes). 
• Look at your list of questions in the “W” column.  Did you answer your questions? 
• Organize your information before you start writing. 
• Work on your presentation and insect project to show what you learned.  
• Where you got your information.  Include page numbers or web address. 
 
3.  End - Review 
Before finishing your presentation, insect creation and turning it in, stop and think: 
 
• Is this done? 
• Did I do what I was supposed to do? 
• Do I feel good about my work? 
• Should I do something else before I turn it in? 
• Is my name on this? 




Contents of Assessment Tab 
Presentation Rubric: Insect Life Cycles 
 
CATEGORY 4 3 2 1 
Is my topic 
well 
researched? 
All of my information 
is true and comes from 
my research. I answer 
all my research 
questions. 
All or almost all of 
my information is 
true and comes 
from my research. 
I answer almost all 
my research 
questions. 
Most of my 
presentation is 
true, but one piece 
of information 
definitely is not 
true clear or true. 




My presentation is 
confusing or 
contains 
information that is 
not true. I am not 
sure where my 
information came 
from. I present 2 
or fewer facts. 
Can I explain 
my topic in my 
own words? 
I can always or almost 
always describe key 
ideas or details in my 
own words. 
I can answer 
questions using 
my own words. I 
usually can 
describe key ideas 
or details in my 
own words. 
Sometimes I can 
describe key ideas 
or details in my 
own words. 
I can rarely 
describe key ideas 
or details in my 
own words. 
Did I use 
graphics? 
I use pictures in my 
presentation that are 
relevant and support 
my text. My pictures 
help explain my 
research. 
I use pictures that 
are mostly 
relevant and 
support my text. 
My pictures help 
explain my 
research. 
I use pictures that 
are sometimes 
relevant and 
mostly support my 
text. My pictures 
kind of explain my 
research. 
I use pictures that 
are not relevant 
and do not support 
my text. My 
pictures help 
explain my 
research a little bit. 
Did I practice 
my 
presentation? 
Everyone could tell 
that I had practiced 
my presentation. 
Everyone could 
tell that I had 
practiced my 
presentation. I 
only made 1 or 2 
mistakes. 
I practiced my 
presentation but I 
should have 
practiced more. 
I really did not 
practice my 
presentation. 
Did I check my 
work? 
My presentation has 
no spelling mistakes. I 
use punctuation and 
grammar correctly. 
My presentation 
has 1-2 spelling 





has 1-2 spelling 




I make more than 
2 spelling 
mistakes. I make 
more than 2 
punctuation and 
grammar mistakes. 
Did I work well 
with my 
partner? 
My partner and I each 
presented half of the 
time. I shared ideas 
with my partner. I 
listened to my 
partner's ideas. If we 
had different ideas, we 
talked through it. 
My partner and I 
each presented 
about half of the 
time. I shared 
ideas with my 
partner. I listened 
to my partner's 





My partner or I 
spoke for more 
than half the time. 
I shared a few 
ideas with my 
partner. We had a 
hard time talking 
through our 
different ideas. 
My partner or I 
spoke for most of 
the presentation. I 
did not share many 
ideas with my 
partner. Our 
presentation shows 
only one person's 
ideas. 
 
